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Geoengineering techniques seek to respond to climate change on a planetary scale by counteracting the global warming effects of the emission of greenhouse gases, principally Carbon Dioxide (CO₂).¹ These techniques are normally grouped into: Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR), such as Afforestation; and Solar Radiation Management (SRM). An example of an SRM technique is Stratospheric Aerosol Injection which replicates the global cooling effects of volcanic eruptions by artificially injecting the stratosphere with sulphate aerosols. The aerosols increase the earth’s albedo (whiteness), reflecting sunlight. SRM is a contentious emerging technology with many detractors. Nevertheless, deliberate and direct management of rising global temperatures may be an attractive means to control the potentially devastating consequences of uncontrolled anthropogenic climate change. Supporters of SRM may argue that allowing carbon emissions to continue is itself a type of deliberate climate manipulation, and SRM restores the world to a more natural state.

Uncertainties over the effects of SRM persist. Regional temperatures and precipitation responses to SRM vary,² thus there may be ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. Further, there are concerns as to the response of the climate system if SRM deployment is stopped – known as ‘termination shock’.³ Mindful of the social, political and economic contexts in which SRM would take place, the Royal Society in 2009 called for SRM to be subject to governance structures.⁴
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SRM techniques pose thorny issues for governance frameworks because they present
new ‘global risks’ and can be implemented quickly, cheaply and unilaterally. Most
geoengineering literature on potential SRM deployments concentrates on threats
involving a global alliance, powerful bloc of countries, rogue state, or wealthy
individual. A focus on these potential deployment scenarios has had three
implications for governance issues. First there is the implicit expectation of a substantial
‘barrier to entry’ before a prominent actor commences SRM, not least because it may
be assumed that the first mover would bear, or organise, the entire programme cost.
This delay allows regulators a ‘breathing space’ before likely deployment. Secondly,
the dominant justification for SRM governance scholarship has been to provide
regulation which serves the public interest, rather than private interests. An explicit
example is the first Oxford Principle that ‘geoengineering is to be regulated as a public
good’. This principle underpins the primary assumption of public regulatory
mechanisms and is evidenced in the domination of public international legal
instruments, etc. Thirdly, and relatedly, the state(s) are typically viewed as the principal
actor, as reflected in formal international legal structures such as the proposed
amendments to the Convention on Biodiversity. Even when private deployment is
considered in the literature, typically it takes the form of a rich individual
‘Greenfinger’ (a pun on the ‘Goldfinger’ character from Fleming’s ‘James Bond’) rather
than a loose transnational network of private actors intervening in the climate
deliberately, but without any overarching public control.

States themselves appear reluctant to regulate. In 2009-2010 the UK House of
Commons Science and Technology Committee recommended the development of a
regulatory framework for geoengineering. The government’s response was that, since
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the science was too young, it was too early for a regulatory framework to be established. Partly as a result of such delays, decisions about the social benefit of SRM have not been settled. In 2015, governance structures are, at best, nascent and focused on SRM research rather than deployment. Consequently, decisions about the extent to which society benefits from SRM are at risk of being taken by default through an unrelated mechanism associated with private interests and rooted in the economic response to climate change: the voluntary carbon market.

The introduction of private interests, in the form of carbon credits, to the practice of public governance stems from the potential linking of SRM and CDR or mitigation technologies in voluntary carbon credit accounting. We suggest that if equivalence is established in the public mind between SRM and CDR, then entrepreneurs may have an incentive to use SRM to generate carbon credits. Through radiative forcing there is indirect equivalence of effect. Equivalence of effect exists because a given amount of SRM, were it to continue long-term, could offset closely a given amount of warming from CO₂. Further, forthcoming scientific research is likely to demonstrate that a direct CDR benefit occurs as a result of SRM via carbon cycle changes. In other words, SRM causes a genuine reduction in atmospheric CO₂ for at least as long as the intervention continues.

This theoretical deployment scenario depends entirely on the business case for implementation. SRM is relatively cheap and quick to deploy hence its attraction as a means to address climate change. For near-term, small-scale deployment by independent entrepreneurs, a low setup cost is essential. At least three reported techniques offer potential for small-scale, short-term SRM deployments. For Stratospheric Aerosol Injection, delivery can be made by commercially-available high-
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altitude balloons or by making limited modifications to small business jets. Airplanes are likely to have higher fixed costs and lower variable costs. Marine Cloud Brightening is an alternative, more speculative technique. It relies on spraying a fine mist of seawater from ships or from ocean islands. All these methods have a setup cost within the budgets of many independent entrepreneurs or individual investors.

Only the voluntary carbon market is available for validating and marketing any credits produced by SRM. The compliance carbon markets of emissions trading schemes (e.g. European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, New South Wales Greenhouse Gas Reduction Scheme) strictly regulate the provenance of carbon credits, effectively making them non-tradeable beyond the boundaries of the scheme. By contrast, the voluntary carbon market offers a more flexible system which may be open to SRM carbon credits. Some parts of the voluntary carbon market have had legally binding obligations whereas others such as the offset market, do not. It is the absence of an overarching framework that makes the voluntary carbon-offset market potentially suitable for trading SRM carbon credits.

The principal direct effects of SRM are temporary, lasting around one to two years. SRM scenarios considered by scientists therefore typically anticipate deployment for decades or centuries to reflect the long lifetime of atmospheric CO₂, the effects of which last for centuries or millennia. This temporal mismatch between short-term interventions and long-acting CO₂ has not prevented other short-term methods, such as tree-planting, from being used to generate carbon credits. Two different accounting solutions may be used to address the mismatch problem. Firstly, resource may be provided for SRM’s continuation in the long-term (comparable to an endowment or annuity). Secondly, SRM could be delivered in a short pulse – akin to the bulk purchase of a product which is used at a steady rate. A typical ‘pulse’ approach might be to deliver enough cooling within a few months or years, to offset the first 100 years of warming from a given amount of CO₂. This process would make the SRM purchased
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generate net cooling on a timescale comparable to the lifetime of a tree. While these accounting methods may appear questionable, carbon credit accounting is already imperfect and controversial,²³ and yet there is a market demand for it.

There is, therefore, a realistic possibility that SRM could generate ‘carbon credits’ – direct or equivalent – that could be verified to the satisfaction of the voluntary carbon credit market. In the absence of obvious regulatory barriers, it could happen soon. Consequently, decisions about SRM governance need to be expedited. However, if negative perceptions restrict the market for these ‘factory farmed’ credits, market forces may regulate this SRM activity automatically, with buyers seeking traditional ‘organic’ alternatives. In the absence of state regulation, it is arguable that any constraint, albeit an economic concomitant one, is better than none.

Were a market to exist, the price of ‘factory-farmed’ SRM credits may not include the true cost of SRM to society, thereby turning it into a market externality. At this time, SRM research is unable to quantify accurately social risks, benefits and costs.²⁴ Whilst global temperatures will decrease following SRM, regional impacts on temperature and precipitation remain uncertain.²⁵ Moreover, any risk of harmful climatic disruption is likely to be exaggerated by a free-for-all in deployment loci and timing. Allowing the market to make unaided and unfettered decisions about the social benefit of SRM would be to rob all constituents, including scientists, of a say in that decision. Potentially a political economy of SRM that lacks democratic legitimacy or scientific consensus could be generated.

Here we enter, albeit with a twist, the familiar debate about the relative merits of political or economic responses to climate change. Were there to be a large-scale deployment of uncontrolled SRM, the voluntary market-based mechanism would not necessarily reduce carbon emissions but may produce very real physical, political and security risks. A political response is needed. We suggest that states expedite the
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development of governance structures: firstly, to maximise the possibility of securing legitimate decisions about the potential costs and benefits to society of SRM and its research; and secondly, to prepare to intervene, when necessary, in voluntary carbon markets by regulating legitimately the use of SRM in the production of carbon credits.